F O R T Y     THOUSAND     AGAINST     THE     ARCTIC
and gulping cold tinned salmon, and rather wet biscuits, I
had in fact only thought of food at first. But Sadkov
had started a lecture on Arctic flying. And as it is with
these young Russian enthusiasts, they arc so keen on show-
ing foreign visitors that they go thoroughly into every ques-
tion, Sadkov once on the run would not finish so soon.
He liked talking about his job because he liked the job.
The whole country watches the work of its Arctic pilots
with intense interest.    Their services arc richly rewarded
with money and, what seems much  more important to
them, with great public honours.   Each of the twenty-seven
pilots and board mechanics I met during my flights in the
Soviet north had received the Order of the Red Star or
the Banner of Work; a few even had the Order of Lenin, the
highest decoration in Red Russia, which even the popular
Foreign Minister, M. Litvinov, only got after he had been
in office continuously for ten years.   Molokov, Lcvancvsky,
Lyapidcvsky, Vodopyanov, Chkalov, Belyakov, Baybukov,
Chukhnovsky arc all 'Heroes of the Soviet Union5—a title
more jealously guarded and coveted than an Earldom in
England.   All this helps to attract ambitious and intelligent
as  well   as  skilful   and   courageous   men,  to   this  pro-
fession.    A  Russian   schoolboy   will   dream  of them  as
a French child dreams of Napoleon or an Australian boy
of Bradman.   A recent Russian film dealt exclusively with
the adventures of a gang of little toddlers who set out from
their kindergarten to kidnap Molokov and bring him to
their school as an honorary chairman of their Pioneer Group.
Russia's 'Knights of the Northern Skies' are blazing a new
road over the roof of the world which their fellow-citizens
regard  as  most important.    Their  successes  may have
consequences not less direct and far-reaching to us than
to them.
I consulted three people who are outstanding authorities
on Russia's Arctic air lines before I left Moscow.
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